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SWING SHIFT
Techie baby-product company 

4moms has redesigned the baby  
swing by flipping it on its head—literally. 
The new rockaRoo’s pivot point is at 
the base of the seat, so it moves like 
a rocking horse to maximize sensation 
of motion. It’s 70 percent smaller than a 
typical swing and can be set up in less 
than a minute—making it a smoother 
ride for moms, too ($159, 4moms.com).

App-y Travels Before road-tripping 
to Grandma’s for the weekend, check 
the Waze app for GPS and faster traffic 
routes. The service shows real-time 
accidents and road hazards reported  
by other drivers and steers you around 
them to save time. You can also search 

for cheap gas prices and nearby stations along your way. 
Wondering how far behind the cousins are? Log in with 
Facebook to see where others are on the map—just have 
passengers check in for the drivers (free, appstore.com).

H A V E  A  B E T T E Rweekend

Wire Basket When cables and 
cords are all over the place, use the 
sleek CableBin to manage the mess. 
The cylindrical wastebasket-size 
unit is covered in wood laminate and 
contains six adhesive hooks inside 
to organize electronics cords and 
hang hubs and surge protectors—all 
contained by the midcentury-style 
design. In dark or light wood finish 
($90, bluelounge.com).

All Phones on Dock With so  
many gadgets on hand comes the 
potential for electronic-device  
disorder (you know, low-battery  
tablets and smartphones tossed  
every which where). The cure:  
the EverDock Duo, which contains 
and charges two gadgets at a  
time and is compatible with virtually  
all iOS, Android and Windows  
Phone devices ($69, fuzdesigns.com).

Community Storage The modern-
architecture-inspired Suburbia 
Wall Storage unit offers a wooden 
“neighborhood” of clutter-free  
organization with a multitude of 
hooks and bins. When it’s laid flat, 
you see a small town with houses, 
fences, trees and a swimming pool. 
But hung on a wall, It’s a neat home 
for all the items littering your desk 
($306, yliving.com).

The one place that really needs some spring-cleaning 
clutter-busting but never seems to get it is your home 
office. Maxwell Gillingham-Ryan, co-founder of home 
solutions site apartmenttherapy.com, suggests these 
products for an organized and beautiful workspace.

DESK CONTROL

CRUISE NEWS Family cruising heats up this month! Norweigian Cruise Line 
launches its newest ship, the Norwegian Getaway, out of Miami, sailing to  
the Carribbean with its new Nickelodeon Kids’ Aqua Park plus themed activities 
including Dora, SpongeBob and more (getaway.ncl.com). Also in kid-friendly  
mode is Carnival Cruise Lines, which introduces its Seuss at Sea program on the 
Carnival Splendor (all other ships will be up to Dr. Seuss speed by 2015). Expect  
to sail with themed meals, characters, activities and books galore (carnival.com). 

click Watch how the rockaRoo makes  
its moves at workingmother.com/rockaroo


